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consonni radio with Az

CONTEMPORARY ARTS / ARTISTIC RESIDENCIES
OCT. > JAN. (Tues.)
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The consonni publishing house, as a Resident Collective 
in Az, has created the consonni radio station with Az, 
which experiments with radio speech and listening and 
disseminates critical culture.

We invite you to listen to us via streaming or to accompany 
us live while recording in our radio studio located in the 
atrium.

Over the next few months, the latest programs selected 
from our public call will be added to our station:

Voces que caminan by Gabriel Villota proposes a hybrid 
format between an audio documentary and essay. With an 
audio collage built from music, voices and field recordings, 
it moves between the search for silence and the movement 
of body with its sound when moving. 

Phoenix Ragazza by Jone Uriarte and Lur Olaizola is a 
program entirely in Basque, which sets out a relationship 
between cinema and radio from a feminist perspective, 
proposing a transformation of our eyes, the gaze, into 
listening.

T.R.A.U.M.A led by Magda De Santo and Duen Sacchi 
invites you to share the public cultures created from the 
experience of the diaspora and the migration of artists, 
researchers, curators, activists, writers, creators and 
workers from the queer/Kuir/Cuir community. 

In addition, we continue with the programs already 
established on the consonni radio grill with AZ, such as 
Voices in the garden with Alicia San Juan and What would 
Barbarella do? With Arrate Hidalgo and Laura Lazcano.

We invite you to listen to us in streaming or to 
accompany us live while recording in our cozy 
radio studio located in the atrium. And if you 
miss any broadcasts, you can listen to us online 
on the consonni website, on Az or on different 
radio platforms such as ivoox or iTunes.

consonni

October > January
Tuesdays
6:00pm
Atrium of Cultures
Free admission

 consonni.org

 @consonniart

  @_consonni_

 @_consonni_

 consonni radio


